Abstract. Monte Carlo simulations were performed for magnetization process of torus ring clusters with different radii. Simulation results show characteristic reversal curves which have plateau region in halfway. To investigate the factor that these two curves arise, the change of magnetic spin arrangements in the reversal process were calculated, moreover, closure domain parameters and total energy were analyzed. As a result, it is clear that the two curves are distinguished by a state which is either closure domain state or head-to-head state in halfway of the reversal process. Some clusters with different radii take only one path through closure domain state and the reversal process slightly change. In this paper, the magnetic propertied and relations between reversal process and the radii of clusters are discussed.
simulation results show that hysteresis curves include either CD state or head-to-head state depending on the ring size [2] . The simulation results by LLG equation, however, are not match for experimental ones because experimental hysteresis curves with plateau region look to be superposition of CD state and head-to-head state. Zhu et al. explained that experimental hysteresis curves are statistical results by summation of many rings and each ring has only CD state or head-to-head state. Here, there is a question that one ring shows hysteresis curve include only either CD state or head-to-head state in magnetic reversal process.
In the present study, hysteresis curves of magnetic torus ring clusters with different radii were simulated by Monte Carlo (MC) method. The torus ring clusters were modeled for torus ring with outer diameters of several hundred nano meter. Furthermore, by using the simulation results, the dependence of radius on the properties of the torus rings is numerically investigated.
Simulation method
The size of the torus ring clusters was prepared for the simulation. In the preparation of clusters, magnetic sites are disposed on lattice points in simple cubic lattice. The lattice constant was set as 1 for fundamental unit of length in this simulation. The point of origin was taken to the cluster center, and the cluster shape was determined as shown in Fig. 1 (a) by following
Here, x, y and z are defined by Cartesian coordinate system. R and r represent major radius and minor radius. Eight types of clusters for magnetic torus rings were prepared, which has R = 8, 10, 15, 20 and r = 3, 5, respectively. 
The maximum value of M is different by N for each cluster. In the reference [3] , the MC method for the magnetic dynamic process is described in detail. and which process is chosen seems to be randomly, although there may be some tendency depending on cluster size. In case of r = 5, some clusters take curve with plateau region. The reason why the clusters take curve with plateau region in magnetic reversal process is discussed later. In Fig. 2 (a) , the coercivity (H c ) is increased as R becomes larger. Because the cluster which have larger R has more magnetic sites, amount of exchange interaction energy increases in larger R cluster. However, H c of a ring with r = 5 and R = 8 is smaller than one of a ring with r = 3 and R = 8. This tendency is also seen in other pairs of clusters which have same R and different r. As this reason, it is assumed that magnetic domain wall is harder to move in smaller r due to magnetic constrain. Next, the details of reversal process focused on spin arrangement are shown. In the following, the major radius R is fixed as R = 8. and (vi). Then spin arrangement becomes CD state for clockwise. Sometimes, (i) and (vii) are reduced instead of (iii) and (v). Then spin arrangement becomes CD state for counterclockwise. It is assumed that the probability which rotations are chosen is equal because the clusters are isotropic for the applied magnetic field.
Results and discussion
At the point Fig. 3 E, in the region of (viii), some spins of near to origin start to reverse and then small CD structure is generated as shown at the point F. The small CD structure moves to outside of the torus ring as shown at the point G and thus, magnetic reversal process is finished. In the following, the magnetic reversal process is called CD path as shown in Fig.   3 . Figure 4 shows snapshot and schematic view at each point from I to M in demagnetization process without plateau region for the torus ring with r = 3 which reverses quickly. In I to J, two regions of (x) and (xiv) are gradually reduced and then, regarding these two regions as domain walls, the spin arrangement takes a state such that upside and downside regions opposite each other (head-to-head state). The magnetization reverses as if the whole rotate N is total magnetic site number [4, 5] .
In Fig. 5 (a) , M f takes high value in reversal process which takes CD path (e.g. ≈ 1x10 5 MCS) due to forming CD state as it can be seen at point D in Fig. 3 . In this reversal process, H D is decreases when H J is increased before that CD state is formed, that is, these two energy are trade-off relationship. However, trade-off relationship is broken by forming of CD state.
Actually, both of magnetic dipole and exchange interaction energy decrease attending on increasing of M f . As the result, E total also decreases and becomes stable. Because of the above, CD state is stable state and therefore the immobility of the CD state due to the stability makes plateau region in magnetization reversal process of CD path. In the plateau region, the exchange and the magnetic dipole interaction energy are slightly increased to the end of the plateau region and the two energy are drastically increased at the end of the plateau region. At this time, M f decreases drastically and it means that the CD state has been broken. E total decreases against increasing of the two energy, however, decreasing of magnetic field energy compensated for this gap. On the other hand, in the reversal process with rotation path marked by circle in Fig. 5 (a) , M f is slightly increased, however, CD state from I to M is not seen as shown in Fig. 4 . This reversal process is completed more quickly than that of CD path.
In the case of r = 5 as shown in Fig. 5 (b) , reversal process take only CD path, however, the process show similar tendency although the shape of M f and energy are blunter than that of (a) r = 3. The reason for taking only CD path, it is assumed that few trial times. The rotation path might occur by different random number series and many trials. To make clear the differences between two clusters, M f and E total are normalized and compared in the next paragraph. Figures 6 show dependence of M f on the absolute value of the magnetic field for all reversal process in the case of (a) r = 3 and (b) r = 5. The line color denotes sequence of reversal process. As mentioned above, in the case of r = 3, the magnetic reversal process could take both of CD path and rotation path and it is also shown in Fig. 6 (a) . It seems that CD path is taken more often than rotation path. On the other hand, in the case of r = 5, the reversal process seems to take only CD path and some M f have plateau region, however, the plateau region is shorter than ones of (a). In addition, M f are scattered in some reversal process and the shapes of them are blunt comparing with (a). From the point of view, it is surmised that the case of r = 5 is more unstable than that of r = 3 in the reversal process. This conception follow the fact that H c in the case of r = 5 is smaller than one in the case of r = 3 as shown in Fig. 2 . This reseach has only calculation results. However, the experiment will be tried as future work. Then the results of simulation and experiment will be compared. 
Conclusion
Some torus rings with different radius were calculated for hysteresis curve by MC method.
The results show that one torus ring could take either CD path or rotation path in magnetic reversal process, although some clusters take only CD path in case of large minor radius r.
The CD path includes CD state and the rotation path includes head-to-head state. Then, the change of spin states for two paths was cleared by detailed confirmation. Moreover, the calculation results were analyzed for closure domain parameter, exchange interaction energy, magnetic dipole interaction energy and magnetic field energy. Consequently, it is surmised that the case of large minor radius is more unstable than that of small minor radius in the reversal process, because flexibility of thickness direction is increased as minor radius becomes larger. In the future work, the measurement for magnetic property of torus ring will be tried, and the experiment results will be compared to simulation results.
